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Electron energy-loss spectroscopy of electron states in isolated carbon nanostructures
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Electronic states of an isolated nano-object made of single graphene layer have been successfully explored
by means of electron energy-loss spectroscopy with high sensitivity and high spatial resolution. In further
systematic study of various carbon nanostructures, the curvature and/or the interlayer coupling between adja-
cent graphene layers have been proved to govern the electronic states of carbon nanostructures. Using density
functional theory, experimentally observed variations of the carbonK (1s) near-edge fine structure have been
ascribed mostly to the increasing curvature of the graphene layers.
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The knowledge of the distribution of electron states
isolated quantum object is of prime importance as they g
ern their electronic properties. The family of carbon nan
structures has grown steadily over the past decade, with
discovery of variable morphologies and diversified physi
properties.1 Graphene layers~two-dimensional hexagona
networks ofsp2 carbon! have so far been reported with di
ferent shapes and interactions: multiwalled or single-wa
carbon layers in tubular, horn-shaped, or spherical geome
so-called nanotubes~MWNT or SWNT!, nanohorns and
nano-onions, respectively. And several types of aggreg
made of these elementary components~i.e., nanotubulites!
have very recently been identified, using high-resolut
transmission electron microscopy~HRTEM! techniques.2,3

The electron states~both occupied and vacant states! of these
carbon nano-objects have been predicted to vary with
coupling and/or curvature of the graphene layers.4,5 In this
context, it is important to experimentally investigate the el
tronic states in well-characterized carbon nano-objects.

Electron energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS!, performable
within a TEM, probes the unoccupied electron states ove
wide energy range above the Fermi level.6 In the small-angle
experimental conditions, the information obtained is simi
to the one provided by x-ray absorption technique. Howev
as the TEM is able to visualize and select single nano-obj
with well-defined dimension, shape, and stacking of laye
the spectral and morphological information can be exa
connected at the subnanometer level.7 In this paper, we com-
pare experimental EELS spectra acquired from well-defi
carbon nano-objects with results ofab initio electronic struc-
ture calculations that have been performed for model st
tures containing the correct number of carbon atoms to
produce the relevant changes in stacking and curvature.

A collection of carbon nano-objects made of sing
graphene layers with a variety of morphologies has been
pared using various techniques. Tubular or horn-sha
closed graphene structures with different inner diamet
inter-layer couplings, and/or different curvatures were p
pared by a CO2 laser ablation method.3 Double-layered
nanotubes, in which the inner nanotube has an extrem
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small diameter~;0.7 nm!, were obtained by coalescence
C70 molecules under the 200 kV electron beam8 within the
1.5-nm-diameter outer tubes selectively produced in a N
YAG ~yttrium aluminum garnet! laser ablation method by
controlling the furnace temperature and the catalyst.9

The spatially resolved EELS measurements have b
performed with a dedicated scanning TEM~STEM, VG-
HB501!. The incident electron beam~100 kV! was focused
into a probe of about 0.5 nm diameter. For each probe p
tion, successively addressed with 0.3-nm step, the EE
spectrum was recorded with a parallel detector~Gatan
PEELS 666!.10 Such a collection of carbonK-edge spectra,
recorded across a nanohorn of;3 nm dimension is shown in
Fig. 1. For each spectrum the acquisition time was redu
to 0.5 sec in order to prevent electron irradiation dama
Under such conditions, the jump ratio for the spectrum g
up to several hundred counts at the CK-edge onset~285 eV!
and allows the fine structure analysis with sufficiently go
statistics.

The carbon profile~i.e., the integrated CK signal over a
given energy window, after background subtraction! across
the nanohorn is shown in Fig. 1~a!, together with an annula
dark field ~ADF! profile that was simultaneously recorde
Both profiles exhibit two peaks with a hollow center, whic
is characteristic of an empty cylindrical object. The pres
results clearly demonstrate that chemical profiling and fi
structure analysis based on spatially resolved EELS are
sible on asingle graphene layerof carbon, in which only a
few tens of carbon atoms contribute to each spectrum.

Figure 2 gathers high-resolution micrographs and acco
panying schematic representations for various morpholo
of interacting graphene layers. Figure 2~a! shows well-
stacked graphene layers~10 layers! in a cylindrical configu-
ration with a 10–16 nm diameter~in a cross-sectional view!.
The layers are coupled in such a graphitized MWNT. Figu
2~b! shows an aggregate of nanohorns of 3 nm diamet3

The coupled double-layer configuration is dominant in t
aggregate. Such coupling of adjacent layers does not exi
bundles of SWNT’s with smaller diameter~;1.5 nm!, be-
cause the elastic force acting on each graphene layer to
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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the nanotubes in cylindrical shape largely overcomes the
der Waals force between the adjacent graphene layers w
the diameter of the nanotube is small enough.11 Figure 2~c!
displays another type of clustering of elongated fullere
with various sizes and shapes.3 The diameters of thes
fullerenes cover a wide range of distances between 1 a
nm. Figure 2~d! is a cross-sectional view of double-layere
nanotubes with well-controlled diameters, 0.7 nm for the
ner tubes and 1.5 nm for the outer ones. The smallest d
eter for the stable SWNT’s is 0.7 nm. Consequently th
present the highest curvature that can be expected for ac
sible nanotubes. As the nanohorn consists of a sin
graphene layer that is free of adjacent layers, it offers
appropriate spectrum for a~nearly! free-standing single
atomic layer of carbon; see Fig. 2~e!.

Curves I–V in Fig. 3 gather the EELS carbonK (1s)
near-edge structures, which have been recorded for the
phologies illustrated in Fig. 2. In all cases the electron be
propagates parallelly by or tangentially to the graphene
ers plane. It gives rise to scattering events incorporating
mentum transfer parallel as well as perpendicular to the lo
c axis of the layered structure. Together with the values
the angles of illumination and collection used~respectively,
7.5 and 22 mrad!, these experimental conditions tend to a
erage anisotropy effects. The sharp peak~markeda! at ;285

FIG. 1. ~a! The C K-edge and ADF counts extracted from th
line spectrum recorded when the incident probe is scanned acr
similar nanohorn to that shown in the bright-field image~b! ~from
point A to B!. ~c! A perspective view of the acquired 64 EEL
spectra on the CK-edge recorded with steps of 0.3 nm. Thep*
peak~unlike that of amorphous or damaged carbon! is clearly seen
and thes* fine structure is more rounded compared to that
graphite.
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eV is due to the transition from 1s to p* , while the four
peaks (b–e) correspond to thes* region ~290–310 eV!.
There is a systematic evolution in the edge structures of
spectra~I–IV ! as the curvature radius~R! of the examined

s a

f

FIG. 2. High-resolution images displaying various morpholog
of graphene layers in carbon nano-objects (Bar53 nm). ~a! a
MWNT consisting of well-stacked graphitized layers~in cross
view! of 10–16 nm diameter.~b! Coupled double-layers in an ag
gregate of nanohorns of;3 nm diameter.~c! An aggregate of vari-
ous sized fullerenes~1–3 nm!, in which the adjacent fullerenes ar
decoupled with weaker interlayer interaction.~d! Double-walled
carbon nanotubes with well-controlled diameters~0.7 nm for inner
tube and 1.5 nm for outer tube!. ~e! An isolated nanohorn consistin
of a curved free-standing single graphene layer with no adjac
layer. Accompanying illustrations for each image are not drawn
the same scale. The decreasing diameter accounts for the incre
curvature.
8-2
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nano-objects decreases:~i! the intensity of peakb decreases
~ii ! the peakc shifts to higher energy, and~iii ! the peaksc, d,
ande merge together and grow wider. The subtle change
thes* region are emphasized in the inset figure for the sp
tra ~II ! and ~III !. If the curvature effect dominates the nea
edge structure of the graphene sheet, the spectrum~V! for the
isolated nanohorn of about 3 nm diameter should be sim
to spectrum~II ! with rather equivalent curvature. Howeve
the spectrum~V! indeed shows a distinct behavior wit
smoother shapes in both thep* and s* regions from the
spectrum~II ! or ~III !. This may result from the fact that th
isolated single graphene layer in the protruding nanohor
less stable than the coupled ones and can be affected u
the incident electron beam with high current flux.

A series of EELS spectrum simulations based onab initio
plane-wave electronic structure calculations12 has been per-
formed in order to understand more quantitatively the diff
ences in the EELS spectra recorded for the different st
tures. The method we have used is extensively describe
Refs. 13 and 14 and has proved to be very efficient in e
mating the position of the different peaks in EELS spectra
different carbon structures. Our simulations are based
several approximations: we have supposed the dipolar
proximation to estimate the electronic transition strength
tween the 1s orbital of the carbon atoms and the empty sta
above the Fermi level; whatever the excitation energy,
have considered that the excited states had infinite lifeti
which implies that we overestimate the intensities of hig
energy peaks; and finally we have considered that the e
tronic structure is not perturbed by the excitation of one c

FIG. 3. ~I–V! A series of CK-edge fine structures correspon
ing to the various carbon nano-objects shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~e!,
respectively.
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electron (1s) and that the empty states correspond to th
of the unperturbed structure~no core-hole effect is included!.

Figures 4~a!–4~c! show the simulated EELS carbonK
edges considering three different structures, namely,~a! pla-
nar singlegraphene layer,~b! nanotube with a 0.8 nm diam
eter (R;0.4 nm), and~c! nanotube with a 0.4 nm diamete
(R;0.2 nm). In Fig. 4~a!, we show the spectral difference
when exciting the planarsingle graphene layer~plain line!
compared to the well-stacked planar graphite~dashed line!.

FIG. 4. ~a!–~c! The calculated EELS spectra for graphen (R
5`), ~10, 0! nanotubes (R;0.4 nm) and~5, 0! nanotubes (R
;0.2 nm). The dashed line in each figure represents one for
planner graphite. Inset is the calculated total density of states
each.
8-3
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Actually no drastic changes between the single graphene
perfect graphite are seen except for slight energy displa
ments of thec, d, ande peaks. This is not surprising becau
the involveds* states are not sensitive to interlayer intera
tion as long as they remain of van-der-Waals-type coupli
It further confirms that changes in the EELS spectrum for
spectrum~V! in Fig. 3 should not be attributed to the noni
teracting character of the single graphene layer but more
sonably to its sensitivity~vibration, modification! under the
beam.

Figures 4~b! and 4~c! represent the calculated EELS spe
tra for the~10, 0! and ~5, 0! crystalline nanoropes, built ou
of a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice of~10, 0! and ~5, 0!
nanotubes, respectively,15 as a model of graphene layer wit
a constant curvature (R50.4 and 0.2 nm!. The latter corre-
sponds to an extremely curved structure that has not yet b
observed experimentally as an isolated object. Compa
these calculated spectra to the graphite one should he
understanding the effect of curvature on the experime
EELS spectra. When considering the highly curved~5, 0!
nanotubes, one should expect thep* peak to be doubled
because the bonds along the tube direction and the b
along the circumference become quite different. Obviou
no such high curvatures corresponding to the typicalR value
of the order of 0.2 nm seem to be present in our samp
This p* doubling is not observed in the simulated spectr
for the ~10, 0! nanotubes but there is a slight broadening
the p* peak due to its smaller curvature (R50.4 nm).

Now considering thes* edge~peakb!, one should notice
that it disappears as the curvature grows. In the~10, 0! nano-
tube, its intensity is divided by 1.5, and in the~5, 0! nanotube
it has completely disappeared. The intensity of theb peak is
then a probe of the degree of curvature of the obser
graphite layers. This result agrees with the experime
comparison between the increasing curvature (1/R) observed
in Fig. 2 and the continuous decrease in the intensity of thb
peak which is found in the EELS spectra in Fig. 3. Comp
ing the evolution of thec, d, ande peaks in Fig. 4 shows tha
these three peaks have a tendency to gather around pead as
the curvature increases. As shown in Fig. 3, the experim
u
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tally observed evolution with curvature of these three pe
is also to coalesce into one single large peak. However, c
sidering spectrum~IV ! in Fig. 3, this coalescence proce
seems to happen more rapidly experimentally than predic
theoretically. Indeed, the coalescence is observed only in
~5, 0! nanotube calculated spectrum together with the to
disappearance of peakb. This discrepancy between the e
perimental and simulated spectra may be related to dyna
cal effects that can blur the substructures in the high-ene
s* region of the experimental EELS spectrum. It is reaso
ably understood that the isolated layers or decoupled do
layers are more sensitive to the incident electron beam t
the firmly coupled layers in terms of vibration or modific
tion under the beam.

In conclusion, we have performed high-resolution EE
measurements on different samples of carbon nanostruct
Since the interlayer interaction has little effect on the el
tronic structure of unoccupied states, comparing TEM i
ages, EELS spectra, andab initio calculations, we have cor
related the systematic variations in the EELS spectra to
curvature of the graphene layers. In practice, we find that
tubulites with diameter greater than 0.8 nm, only moder
changes in thep* peak should be observed. In thes* re-
gion, the threshold peakb decreases with increasing curv
ture of the layers and can represent the degree of curva
Also the higher-energy peaks~b, c, andd! in the s* -region
shift and merge together with the increasing curvature. Ho
ever, this, the experimentally observed coalescence of th
high-energy peaks would imply much greater curvature th
the observed one according to our calculation and there
may not be attributed to static curvature effects only.
explain this phenomenon and also the degradation of thep*
peak in isolated single sheets, dynamical effects, includ
radiation damage, should be evoked.
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